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NOTE: This report is submitted for the information of the recipient only.
The report is neither for public release nor transmittal to others; in
general -.c reports in this series will contain information obtained not
only from USNC-IGY activities but from the Navy and other nations. Courtesy
requires our respecting the prior rights of our sources with respect to
public dissemination of information given us for our private use. Accord-
ingly, contemplated further dissemination or publication interests should
be discussed with the USNC-IGY Secretariat.

1. U. S. Operations

AMIJNDSEN-'SCOTT STATION

Aurora - No observations report. Modifications to the patrol spectro-
graph have begun.

Gcoriagnetistn - Paper recording began November 20.

Ionosphere - The equipment has been operating without difficulty and
record scaling is about 40 hours behind schedule.

Meteorology - The instrument shelter was raised to proper height on
November 23. The hut containing the thermograph, liquid maximum and wet-
dry bulbs thermometers is now in operation. The recorder records have
shown an interaction between the normal incidence pyrheliometcr, hemispherical
and net radiometers. The CO, surface ozone, Dobson, and radioactivity
programs will not be started before mid-December because of limited space.

The average temperature was -38.3°C with a high of -25.6°C on the 21st
and a low of-40.4°C on the 2nd. The average station pressure was 20.193.in/Hg
Snowfall was trace. The prevailing wind direction was fron between the
5°E and 5°11 meridian with an average speed of 7.5 kts and the fastest mile 26
uiçhon the 4th. Number of days clear, 8; partly cloudy, 9; cloudy, 13.
Number of days visibility 1 mile or less, 8; mile or less, 1. The average
height of 57 radiosonde flights was 18,592 meters, with the highest 35,052
meters on the 13th.

Micrometeorology - The program was secured on the 22nd. There were
1416 wind profiles taken on 303 days between January 1 and November 22,
1958, and daily May through November 22. Temperature profiles were taken
on 278 days between February 3 and November 22. The largest surface in-
version to 8 meters, 26.5°F occurred on April 19.

Scology - Two hundred and ten disturbances were reported in November.

General - The personnel change was completed on November 27th. It is
expact	tic caching of supplies will be completed by mid-December.
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Aurora - Resupply items have been received, checked and items still
needed have been ordered. Preparations have been made to raise the aurora
tower. Positions of the instruments have been shifted and the spherical
dome is to be rcplaced . bycjrcuiar plexiglass window.

Routine snow and ice measurements have been made while the glaciologist
is out on . tho traverse.

Ionosphro - Radio noise and VU? equipment has been recalibrated and
aligned. Measurements are being taken to get the NSS recorder operating
satisfactorily. Considerable dawn chorusactivity has been observed.
Equiptcnt which will eliminate the local noise and line voltage variations
is being installed.

Gcomapnctism November was the quietest month in the experience of
the observer. Equipment is in very good condition and attempts are being
rnade to irp:ovise a satisfactory absolute value set-up.

teoroio' - Recorders have been recalibrated, time checks have been •
made and comparative checks on the aneroid barometer and altimeter are in
progress.

Nine reobs were missed due to high drifting snow covering the infla-
tion shelter. A plan has been submitted to the station carpenter to con-
struct a 12 foot chute which should eliminate further interruptions in the
rawin program.. The radthne has been insulated, and the radornc 'chute cached.
Thocheck.of. ha resupply and cache is still in progress.

The average temperature was -20.9°Cwith a high of -12.0°C on the 11th
'and a lowof -33.4°C on-tht 3rd. The average station pressure was 23.80

in/Eg with a high of 24.90 on the 4th and . a low of 23.3' on the;lThh. Total
'precipitation and snowfall were trace. The prevailingwind direction was
NNE at an average speed of 17.]. kts with the fastest wind 58 mph from the
NNE on the 19th. Average. ky cover 6.,4; number of days clear ., 8; partlycloudy, 6; cloudy, 16. Days visibility mile or Less, 9; 1 mile or less,• 11. Per . cent.po3siblo sunshine, 65.

Station Seismology - There were 73 ear'thquakds reported. Preventive
maintenance has helped in eliminating drift.

Traverse By November 30th the traverse had reached 85°01 1S, 126°481W.
HALLETT STATION

Aurora - No report.

Ionos phere - There were only minor disturbances this month. The F mini-
mum was raised on the 25th and 26th with prominent G condition on the 26th.

Gcomanctism - Variograph traces have been recentralized on recording paper
after a slow dif a in absolute values. One set of absolute observations were
made o Noveer I.

I,'	 •.
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3teorology - All observations have progressed routinely. November 1958
was 3.2 0 colder than November 1957. Soil temperatures continue warmer.
A rapid rise of 20°F both levels in 6 hours occurred on the 23rd. The
average height of 60 rawinsondcs was 20,821 meters. Most flights were
terminated due to a weak signal. The highest flight on the 17th at 1200Z
was 17 mb, 27,964 meters, terminated due to signal failure.

The average temperature was -9.1°C with a high of +0.6°C on the 11th
ad a low of -25,6 on the 2nd. Average station pressure was 29.08 in/Hg
with a high sea level pressure of 29.47 on the 8th and a low of 28.64 on
t: 20th. Total precipitation and snowfall were trace. The prevailing
wind dcction was SW with an average speed of 5.0 kts and the fastest mile
45 kts cr the 14th from the S. Per cent possible sunshine, 67. Average
sky covcr 5.4. Number of days clear, 11; partly cloudy, 8; cloudy, 12.
Number of days precipitation 0.01 inches or more none. Number of days
visibility mile or less, none; one mile or loss, 2. Average height of
60 rawinsondes, 20,821 meters.

Seismology - Of 98 earthquakes recorded, 9 have been reported. A
dozen local shocks mostly of small magnitude were recorded and preliminary
estimates place the epicentre at 62°S, 179°W with a depth of less than
150 km.

General - A preliminary packaging of data has begun. There is some
thawing in the station area and even though Hallett Inlet remains solidly
frozen there are leads visible from the local heights.

A visit from ICY scientists, Dr. Berkner, Dr. Wexler, Dr. Wilson,
Mr. Shapley, Mr. Sellery, Dr. Rigsby, and Dr. Jones was much appreciated.

At the beginning of August, Mr. Salmon, Station Scientific Leader (NZ),
reported an "auroral line at 6705 Angstroms at twilight, which reached its
maximum intensity by August 18 and was fading rapidly by September 15th.
The line was also reported from other stations with the same characteristics.

ELLSUORTH STATION

Aurora - No program in operation.

Glaciology Routineoperations.

Cosmic Rays - Routine operations.

Ionosphere - Routine operations.

Meteorology - The average temperature was -13.9°C with a high of -2.2°C
on the 11th and a low of -30.6°C on the 2nd. The average station pressure
was 29.07 in/Hg with a high sea level pressure of 29.65 on the 8th and a low
of 28.78 on the 22nd. Precipitation was 0.21 Inches, snowfall 2.1 inches.
The prevefling wind was from the SSE with n average wind speed of 8.7 knots
and the fastest mile 38 mph from the NE on the 3rd. Per cent possible
cunshine. 54, average sky cover, 6.7. Days clear, 7; partly cloudy, 4;
cloudy,	. Days precipitation 0.01 inches or more, 4; 0.10 inches. or

1. Day3 visibility one mile or less, 5; - mile or less, 6. Average
h.ight c 55 rawinsondes 24,378 meters.
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Seirmolov - Routine operations.

Traverse - By November 30, 1958; the Ellsworth traverse to Byrd Station
had reached 81°06'S, 71042'14.

LITTLE AI'RICA STATION

Aurora - All aurora equipment, including the tower, has been transferred
to Scott Base.

Gcnets - All operations were normal.

G1eciolo y - A survey of the following points on the stake network
was completed: A, K, L, C, 3, and Q. Antennas in the vicinity of the
station were surveyed for height and position for future accumulation
determination.

Deep Drili,ng - The drilling commenced on . Octobcr3lst. The first core
was taken at a epth of 6.7 meters and continued to 243.2 meters during the
month with a loss of less than one percent of the total. Of 27 possible
drilling days, only three were lost because of maintenance problems and
one because of inclement weather. A detailed stratigraphy has been made
to 53 meters. Layers of foreign matter have been observed at 172.5.,.220.3.'
and 223.4 rcters. The firt layer was identified as probably volcanic;.sh.
Two 13.3 motor, three inch hand-augered holes have also been drilled. A
good correlation has been observed between one of the three inch hand augered
holes and the four inch hole in the area of 116 meters of overlap. Strati-
graphy studies continue on the second,hand-augered hole. Complete density
determinations have been recorded from 2 meters to a depth of 53 meters
and spot determinations have been made to 155 meters. Temperature measure-
ments have been made in the bottom of the hole as it was cored. Salinity
tests have been made on the cores with no indication of saline ice to the
present depth.

Ice Deformation - Camp Nichigan was reopened on November 11th, and a
resurvey of the triangulation network begun. One surface rosette squares
of 25 stations was cstabl'ished on the anticline.

Ionosphere - There was a better than 98 per cent coverage of available
data durin&' the month. Records now show a high percentage of foFl criticals
reaching . through nearly the entire day at the end. of November.

• Meteorology - During the'rnonth, all met supplies for the South Pole
Station were shipped. As a result, the following programs were discon-
tinued during the first two weeks in November. Atmospheric monitoring,:.
carbon dioxide analyzer, surface ozone analyzer, ozone spectrophotometer,
and radiometer. Pyrheliometer and illurninorneter measurements, wind and
sunshine readings were recorded. There were 59 successful radiosonde re-
leases to an average height of 21,910 .mters, the highest flight at 0000Z
on the 4th reached 31,087 meters.

The average temperature was -14.0°C with a high of -3.3°C on the 21st
and 28th and a	of -26.7°C on the 30th. The average station , pressure
was 28.80 inIE . . .;izh a high sea level pressure of 29.53 on the 30th and
a low of 231 .31 on the--2nd. Precipitation was 0.20 inches and snowfall 2.9
'inch. '•ie	.g2 ..nct change of.-4 snow stakes was + one ;nch..

(1'
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Prevai1i wind direction was SE with an average speed of 9.8 kts. The fastest
mile was 38 mph on the 10th from the NE. The average sky cover was 7.9. Per
cont possible sunshine 43. Clear days, 1; partly cloudy, 10; cloudy, 19. Days
with percipitation 0.01 inch or more, 1; 010 inch or more, none. Days with
visibility mile or less, 7; one mile or less, 12.

Ten-day mean temperatures in November: 1 - 10, -1-4.4°F; 11	20 9 +3.8°F;
21 - 301 . +12.8°F.

Optical phenomena: 22° halo, 16 days; 46° halo, 3 days; vertical pillar,
6 days; upper tangent arc, 12 days; circurnzenithal arc, 4 days; parhelia, 11
days; corona, 1 day.

Airborne Seismic Party - Gravity tics were completed from the McMurdo
pendulum sight to Scott Base, the Victoria Land traverse, Marble Point, and
Little America. A seismic refraction program was conducted at Kainan Bay at
distances of 0,5, 1.25, and 2.75 kin. The SURE deep drill hole was logged
for P and S velocity at the 2 mater interval to 240 meter depth. The hand
angered drill hole was logged at one meter intervals to correct for the effect
of the casing in the deep drill hole. A seismic station was made at Mile
183 and 191 on the LAS-Byrd trail to study the contact of shelf and inland
ice. A gravity station was madeat k mile intervals between the seismic
control points. Movement stakes at Mile 191 were resurveyed and the original
survey control point on the trail between 183 and 191 was resurveyed.

Victoria Land Traverse - The traverse traveled to 78023vS, 161°35'E and
passed through a 2 mile crevassed area near Twin Rocks. Dr. Trevor Hatherton
joined the traverse on November 17th. The following studies have been made
at 10 stations: pit, density, and cores. Rock samples were collected from
three rock outcroppings. Elevations were obtained by alitmctry to Teal Island
by transit. Twelve seismic stations were made, all but 2 being on floating
ice. Studies were also made at Teal Island. Gravity and vertical magnetic
intensity values were obtained and horizontal magnetic intensity and declina-
tion values were also obtained.

Weather Central - Operations were normal. Research activity was reduced
due to the release of Lt. Arruiz. A seminar was presented for the visiting
ICY scientists (See General). The communications report is as follows:including
surface and upper air data. Mawson: Norway Base 87 72, Xing Baudouin 75 48,
Davis 90 75, Mawson 98 87. Mirny: Sovietskaya 97 77, Mirny 95 95, ?ionecrskaya
95 97, Komsomolskaya 95, Vostok 95 93, Port Stanley: All 46 10, except
Halley Bay 43 07. Decepcion: 17 60, South America 17 00, Gonzales Vidales:
40. McMurdo:- Amundsen-Scott 86 93, Ellsworth 94 97, Byrd 100 100, Wilkes
91 93, Hallett 93 97, Beardmore 88, McMurdo 93 93, Charcot 67. Durville
94 93. Australia and.New Zealand 95 90, except -Campbell 78 80. Macquarie
89 75, Kerguelen 93, Marion 78 66 South Africa.55. Whaling ships received
regularly from the Australian RATT. The Kcrguelen and Port Stanley schedules
established in September have not been received. Bunger Oasis Station was
decommissioned on November 18th. The data delay and loss resulted in one
surface and five upper air analyses not being broadcast.
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Gccr1 - ICY scientific personnel from Byrd Station, on rotation to
the U. S.,pesscd through Little America November 12th. The Glacier has
unloaded her cargo for Little America and Byrd Station and returned to New
Zealand.

The following scientists visited Little America and Byrd during their tour of
Antarctic stations. Dr. Bcrkner, Vice-Chairman of the Special Committee
for the ICY of the ICSU; Dr. Wexler, Chief Scientist for the US-IGY Antarctic
Program; Mr. Shapley, Vice-Chairman U. S. Nationa.L.Càmmittee, member of the
US-ICY Antarctic Coittee and ionospheric physicist for the National Bureau
of Stcndards, Boulder, Colorado; Mr. Harry Sellery, Project Leader for the
Antarctic ionospheric program, and at the NBS, Boulder, Colorado; Dr. George
Rigsby, Glaciologist with the Naval. Electronics Laboratory, San Diego, Cali-
fornia, and member of the Panel on Glaciology cf the USNC-IGY;. Dr. Thomas
Jones of the National Science Foundation, Office of Special International
Programs,' DIrector of the U. S. Antarctic Research Program; and accompanying
the above Dr. J. Tuzo Wilson, a member of the Canadian Defense Ministry
Research Board, and President of the IUGG.

WThFS STATION

Aurora - No report.

Biology - 'Mr. Denison completed a penguin census of Clark, Shirley, and
North Islands with a total population of 23,500 Adelies. Six Ernporers have
visited the base so far. A collection of Adelieeggs in various stagos.of
icubat ion was started November 17th.

Cosmic Rays - Operations routine.

Geomanetisrn - Operations routine.

Glaciology - The traverse party returned November 16th after a 60-day
traverse of 400 miles. The furthest points rcached were 67b201S and 111°
WE and the reported position of Mt. Long. Travel was handicapped by the
bad weather of the early season. The average wind velocity for the 'traverse
was over 25 kts and there is glaciological evidence of a windy regime in
the areas south of the base, including large sastrugi, densities cf .6 at the
surface and of .8 at 10 meters and large areas with a base of uperimpccd ice. No,
trace of Mt. Long or Davis' Peak was found.. The base routine measurements
were carried out during ' the traverse , .by Father Birkcnhaucr and Mr. Lynsky.
Awindrnast was erected At Site 1. Pit studies to record melting and super-
imposed ice formations were started., Mr. Orrmundsen plus two companions left
for, a 10-day study of Browniig Island November' 29th."

Ionospheric Physics - Operations routine.

• Meteorology - The average temperature was -5.3°C, with a high of 0.5°C
on the 29th and a low of -13.9°C on the 9th. Average station pressure was
28.96 in/Hg with a high sea level pressure of 29.40 in/Hg on the 14th and
a low sea level pressure of 28.38 in/Hg on the 21st. Total precipitation
was .05 inc0:3, snowfall, 8.5 inches. Average wind speed was 7.7 kts from
the INEwith e fastest hour 43 mph on the 15th from the E. Per cent pos-
sible U nsh0:.e 3.7. Sky cover 8.3. Number days clear, 2; partly cloudy,
5; a. c10uy, 23. Days precipitation '0.01 inch or more, 7; number days
pciitaticn 0.10 inch or more, 6. Number days visibility mile or less, 1;

C "* ess, 1. Average height of 56 rawinsondcs, 22,650 meters.

1'
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0ccanocraphy - The tide gauge and ramp coves are still ice bound. Open
water extends to the north end of North Chappel Island. The tide gauge has
been in operation since November 28th. Time lapse movies of ice movements
continue but with constant attention and repair of the camera.

ismo1ogy - Fifty-four earthquakes have been recorded. Except for
November 1 - 3, microsoisms were small, diminishing with the approach of
sumfler. A surface wave with a 23 second period Was recorded from blasts at
the tide gauge site,

Survey Work - Mr. Robertson and Mr. Borrello completed geological and a
plane table survey of the northern most Windmill Islet. A similar study
of Clark Island was started by Lt. Eyres and Mr. Borrello. The Chappel
Islet position was determined by a 3 point fix.

Ccrora1 - A series of seminars on higher mathematics was started by
I-. Denison, Father Birkenhauer and Mr. Allison. The first good skiing
occurred the last days of the month with three inches of powdered snow. The
USGS dory and another craft with an inboard motor built during the winter,
are awaiting breakup of the ice in the ramp cove for their launching.

2. International

Arccnt inc

A patrol from the General San Martin Army Base has set upl and officially
opened on September 26, 1958, a new refuge 180 km south of the base and 20 km
southeast of Cape Jeremy. The new post is named Nogal de Saldan. The task
took 53 days of work in temperatures of -50°C and a sled trip .which led .over a
frozen sea and through a mountain pass of 1 1 000 meters. The refuge is similar
to others established on previous occasions by Argentine Antarctic personnel.

Australia

Squadron Leader Ivan Grove of the RAAF stationed at Nawson, landed a
geologist and a surveyor at mountains first sighted in 1956 during a flight
over the Lambert Glacier. While geological specimens were taken, astronomi-
cal observations placed the peaks at 73°S 75°E.

An airlift of man, supplies, dogs and sleds was begun on November 19th
to Amundsen Bay in Enderby Land, 350 miles west of Matison. After delivery
of 10 more dogs, the party plans a sledging trip back to Mawson to carry
out geological and survey work along the way.

A relief expedition aboard the Thala Dan set out from Melbourne on
November 26th, carrying 17 men to operate the Australian National Antarctic
Research Expedition station at Macquarie Island for the next 12 months.
Scientific porsonne1 on board included four biologists, three surveyors,
one hydrcgraphcr, and two scouts. A survey will be made of Macquarie Island
and a base line connecting two auroral observatories at opposite ends of the
iiand will be measured accurately. The biologists will investigate the
bi-d az'.d plants of the Island during the ship's stay.
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• In mid-November 1950 a new Belgian Antarctic expedition will depart
from Ostend on the Norwegian vessel Polarhav to relieve the group that
wintered at the Belgian Antarctic base, King Baudouin. It has. been reported
that the expedition will undertake two investigations. The first, beginning
February 1959,will involve studies on the ice cap and the second, starting
Septe=bcr 1959, will involve a trip to the South Pole.

Chile	 S

The Chilcan'r:lief expedition will leavc ' Valaraisofcr the Antarctic
in the first half of December 1958. A vessel will also be stationed at
Punta Arenas until Chile's new Antarctic ship is commissioned. After com-
missioning, the Piloto Pardo will establish its base at Punta Arenas.

NC-.-7 Ze21ar5

An eight-man New Zealand Antarctic replacement team for Scott Base, and
three others for the joint NZ-US station at Hallett will take over for the
coming year. flr. L. R. Hewitt is leader of the party at Scott Base and
Mr. B. P. Sandford has been appointed Senior Scientist at Scott ,Ba30.

Norway	 ..	
S

The Polarbjocrn has departed Noray to take supplies and equipment to
the Norwegian station in the Antarctic. An intensive program in mapping
and geology will be. carried out this season. Sigurd He.le, head of the
Antarctic expedition in the Antarctic for two years will remain .or another
year.	.

USSR

1ir • Rubin reports fxorn Nirny:	•:	.	-.

The Ob departed Kalingrad on Nove,ither 23rd for thc . Antarctic. USSR
traverecs planned next year are from Mirny to Vostok to the South Pole and
the Pole of Inaccessibility. From there they will either go to.Nirny or
Lazarcv... Mirny,Vostok, 5 Lazarov and possibly Komsomolskaya are expected to
be in operation next ,yer. An .automatic weather station, will be installed
at the summit of Drygaski )slan& By. November 28th, a cargo , train and
seismic party were 200 km beyond Komsomoiskaya on the way to Sovietskaya.',
Seismic shots were taken every 100 km. Tentative results show that the ice
is 3500 meters thick.

• The Arctic and Antarctic Institute has begun the publication of an
information bulletin of the Soviet Antarctic Expedition to present current
information on the work of Soviet scientists in the Antarctic. The bulletin
deals with current activities of the expedition, brief scientific reports
and notes c	servcrs, and includes reviews of Soviet literature on the
Antarctic.	e first number was published i August 1958. The bulletin
i in	Ic or a wide circle of readers who are interested in Soviet
research in the Antarctic. The articles and communications are illustrated
with sketches, photographs, and maps.	S
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